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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present a novel approach for video shot seg-
mentation based on active vision techniques. A continuity
function is introduced taking into account the results from
biological vision and experiments and discussions are car-
ried out.
1. INTRODUCTION
In the last decade, video technology has become an impor-
tant part of todays multimedia applications. To avoid the ter-
riﬁc amount of data and the complex inter-relations among
video data, it’s largely recognized the necessity of semantic
indices for describing video scenes. In this framework, video
shot segmentation - i. e. the division of the video sequences
into parts called shots which correspond to a continuous set
offramestakenfromonecamera-isapreliminarytask. Usu-
ally, there are two different kinds of shot transitions [9] [1]:
abrupt (cuts) or gradual.
In this work we propose a general model for manag-
ing cut transitions. A great variety of techniques have been
proposed in the literature for the detection of transitions in
video sequences [9] [1] [10]. However, we note that most
of the techniques rely on the similarity between consecutive
frames, and they assume that a cut is produced when the sim-
ilarity measurement is under some threshold [10] [1]. Basi-
cally, in this paper we use this assumption while assuming a
novel and different technique for deﬁning and implementing
the similarity measures between two frames. To the best of
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our knowledge, it is the ﬁrst time that similarity is assessed
using active vision [3] [6] techniques.
The paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes a
general model for video segmentation and preliminary def-
initions are proposed; in section 3 we recall the theoretical
background on animate vision concepts and we describe the
shot detection algorithm; experiments and conclusions are
presented and discussed in sections 4 and 5 respectively.
2. A FORMAL MODEL FOR VIDEO
SEGMENTATION
In this section some important deﬁnitions are introduces in
order to describe essential concepts for best understanding
the proposed algorithm.
Deﬁnition 2.1 (Video Blocks) A block bi is a sequence of k
frames, i.e.
bi = hfi1;fi2;:::fiki (1)
In the following we give some examples which are useful
to understand the notion of block.
Example 2.1 A single frame is a special case of block. In
this case, the number of blocks equals the number of frames.
In other words, if in deﬁnition 2.1 k=1, a block bi reduces in
a single frame fi.
Example 2.2 In an MPEG video, a block could consist of
all frames starting (and including) an I-frame and ending
just before the next I-frame.
We will assume that a video is thus represented as a se-
quence of blocks.
Deﬁnition 2.2 (Video) Avideov isasequenceofvideoblocks
bi, i.e.
v = hb1;b2;:::;bni (2)
0-7803-7946-2/03/$17.00 ©2003 IEEE. ISSPA 2003Let’s denote with V the space of all videos v. The number
len(v) is called the length of video v.
Starting from the notion of video and blocks, we can de-
ﬁne some useful video function.
Deﬁnition 2.3 (Start) Given a video block bi, a start func-
tion is a function which returns the ﬁrst frame in the block bi,
i.e.
start : bi ! start(bi) = fi1 (3)
Deﬁnition 2.4 (End) Given a video block bi, an end func-
tion is a function which returns the last frame in the block bi,
i.e.
end : bi ! end(bi) = fin (4)
In order to describe what a segmentation task is, let us
assume the following deﬁnitions.
Deﬁnition 2.5 (Visual Predicate) A visual predicate takes
some predicate on a block as input and evaluates to either
true or false.
For example, a visual predicate is continuity, gradual transi-
tion and so on.
Throughout this paper, we assume that there is some or-
acle O that can automatically check if a visual predicate is
true or not. In practice, this oracle is nothing more than the
code that implements the visual predicates (e.g. the various
matching algorithms).
We are now in a position to deﬁne what it means for a
block sequence to satisfy a predicate satisfaction condition
and to move to the formal deﬁnition of shot segmentation..
Deﬁnition 2.6 (Predicate Satisfaction) SupposeO isanor-
acle that evaluates visual predicates, b is a block, and P is a
visual predicate. We say that b satisﬁes P w.r.t. O, denoted
b j= P, iff P is a visual predicate and O(P)= true.
Deﬁnition 2.7 (Shot Segmentation) Given a video v and a
predicate P, a segmentation process Segm is an application
that transforms v in a new video Segm(v) formed by a se-
quence of block satisfying the predicate P ( shots), i.e.
Segm : v 2 V ! Segm(v) 2 V = fbj 2 v j bj j= Pg:
(5)
3. SHOT-DETECTION VIA ANIMATE VISION
In this section we will describe how the above formal model
has been implemented using Animate Vision theory.
3.1. Animate Vision Concepts
In the most visual biological systems, only a small fraction
of the information registered at any given time reaches levels
of processing that directly inﬂuences behavior. The points
inside of an image have not the same importance or salience,
human eye attention is captured only from speciﬁed points,
called saliency points[2]. A basic example is the gener-
ation of saccades, i.e. fast and repeated ocular movements
that allow to acquire resolution image only at the most rele-
vant part of the scene. Animate V ision[2] is the visual bio-
logic system capacity of quickly detecting interesting region
of visual stimulus. The Itti ¡ Koch algorithm[3], based on
Koch¡Ullman model[4][5], allows the extraction of image
saliency points.
Thisprocessofattentionselectionisafterfollowedbythe
deﬁnition of regions which surround saliency points, these
regionsarealsocalledFOA(FocusOf Attention).Sowith
Animate V ision processing an image can be represented
from its scanpath (FOA sequence)[7]. Given two scan-
paths extracted, respectively, from a target image and a test
image, these can be compared in order to provide a similar-
ity measure of the two images. To this end, each scanpath
undergoes further processing/measurement, so that relevant
information/features are derived: we denote the ”ﬂow” of
such features, Information-Path (IP).
In [6] we proposed a matching algorithm between two
IPs, Information-Path Matching algorithm.
Becauseavideoisaframesequenceandaframeisanim-
age, we can use the IPM algorithm for an innovative shot-
detection in a video segmentation.
3.2. The Shot-detection Algorithm
We have seen that a video is a sequence of blocks with a du-
ration k = len(v). We explicitly note that every frame in a
block is a still image and we can extract the notion of simi-
larity deﬁned in [6]. Let us denote with Mimage(fi;fj) the
image similarity measure between the frames fi and fj as
computed by the IPM algorithm, and with » a ﬁxed similar-
ity threshold.
The following deﬁnitions stand:
Deﬁnition 3.1 (»-Similarity) A frame fi is »-similar to the
frame fj iff the similarity measure of fi and fj is greater or
equal to the threshold », i.e.
fi »» fj , Mimage(fi;fj) ¸ » (6)Deﬁnition 3.2 (Not »-Similarity) Aframefi isnot»-similar
to the frame fj iff the similarity measure of fi and fj is less
then the threshold », i.e.
fi 6»» fj , Mimage(fi;fj) < » (7)
Let v = hb1;b2;:::;bni. It is easily to prove that a shot
segmented video v has the following properties:
Property 3.1 (Continuity) Alltheconsecutiveframesineach
block bi are similar, i.e.
fik »» fik+18k = 1;:::;l (8)
Property 3.2 (Not Continuity Condition) Let bi and bi+1
be two consecutive blocks of a video v. The last frame of bi
is not similar to the ﬁrst frame of bi+1, i.e. 8i = 1;:::;n
² end(bi) 6»» start(bi+1),
² end(bi+1) 6»» start(bi+2)
² start(bi) 6»» end(bi¡1)
Starting from the above considerations in the following is
shown the complete Animate Video Segmentation Algorithm
(AV SA). In the ﬁrst phase the algorithm compares the last
frame of each block with the ﬁrst frame of the next one. If
such frames are not similar then a shot-change has been de-
tected. In the second phase video shots are builded in accord-
ing to the detected cuts.
We denote with:
² vfs and vfe the vectors containing starting frames and
ending frames of detected video shots computation of
IPM algorithm
² l the number of blocks that compose video
² si the generic detected video shot
Algorithm 3.1 (Video Segmentation Algorithm (AV SA))
Compute the Information Path of every video frame fi
First Phase: Shot-Change Detection
Verify of Similarity and Continuity Conditions
k = 0
vfs[k] = start(b1)
for i = 1;:::;l ¡ 1
if Mimage(end(bi);start(bi+1)) < » then
vfs[k + 1] = start(bi+1)
vfe[k] = end(bi)
Sequence Duration(sec.) Shot-Change
The Fifth Element (1) 600 191
The Fifth Element (2) 600 205
Matrix 617 162
The Life is Beautiful 500 81
The Last Kiss 627 63
Total 49 min 702
Table 1. Dataset
k = k + 1
end if
end for
vfe[k] = end(bl)
End of First Phase
Second Phase: Video Shots Building
for j = 0;:::;k
sj = vfs[j];:::;vfe[j]
end for
End of Second Phase
4. EXPERIMENTATION
To evaluate the performances of the proposed shot-change
detectionalgorithm, wecapturedadatabaseofvideosequences
extracted from famous movies (table 1) and generated the
corresponding ground-truth information by a preventive vi-
sual analysis of video sequences in order to verify the cor-
rectness of algorithm detections. The comparison between
algorithm’s output and the ground truth is based on the num-
ber of not detected shot-changes MD( Missed Detections)
and the number of detected wrong shot-changes FA (False
Allarms), expressed as recall and precision [8].
recall = detects=(detects + MD) (9)
precision = detects=(detects + FA) (10)
In the table 2 are shown the experimental results.
In ﬁgures 1 and 2 are shown the recall and precision be-
havior graphics.
5. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORKS
In this paper we have presented a novel algorithm for video
shot segmentation. Future works will be centered on the
adaption of the active vision concepts for detecting gradual
transition using the same similarity function introduced. WeThreshold Detected Correct Recall Precision
0.35 25 20 0.028 0.8
0.40 77 52 0.074 0.691
0.45 139 96 0.137 0.675
0.50 225 151 0.215 0.671
0.55 1044 444 0.632 0.425
0.60 1800 595 0.847 0.330
0.70 2919 671 0.956 0.230
0.80 3681 677 0.964 0.184
0.90 4254 680 0.969 0.160
1 5059 695 0.999 0.137
Table 2. Experimental Results
Fig. 1. Operating Curves:Recall VS Precision
Fig. 2. Operating Curves:Recall and Precision at the thresh-
old variation
are also providing a more extensive experimentation and a
comparison of our algorithm with the ones proposed in the
literature.
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